
TOWN OF PENNEY FARMS 

MINUTES OF THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & RECREATION (CDR} COMMITTEE 01 / 14 / 20 

Present: Martha (Mickey) Taylor; Richard Dodds; Lynn Wightman; Cathie Parrott 

Absent: Norma Brown; Harriet (Skeeter) Tower 

Chair Mickey Taylor opened the meeting at 5 pm. There were two main issues on the agenda. 

Review of the Christmas Parade 
Next project for the CDR Committee - Old Fashioned Farm Day 

Review of Christmas Parade 

Chair Taylor led the discussion on the parade activities and committee interjected with 
comments. Richard Dodds mentioned that he felt it was a good parade and the line-up along 
Palmetto was the smoothest he has seen, in many years. It was mentioned that the Lead 
Sheriff's Hummer and the motor cyclists out front needed a detailed map to keep them on 
route. That request was noted and will be addressed for next year. It was expressed that the 
inclusion of the New Pavilion in the route meant that many shut-ins were able to watch the 
event. Chair Taylor suggested that the route needed to be tweaked for next year so that the 
residents of Penmor get the same viewing opportunity that is provided to the Pavilion. Beyer 
House and Hagen Care. She emphasized that the route needs to be redrawn so that all facilities 
have a good view. 

There was discussion about the judges for the event. It was felt that the judges needed to have 
more detailed instructions before selecting the winners, in the various categories, and they 
should all be stationed in the same location so that the selections would be finalized before 
going to the playground. 

The last discussion was about the potluck at the park. Concerns were raised about the shortage 
of side dishes especially for the final tables to eat. Can a way be found to call tables and 
monitor amounts taken until all have been through the line? Cathie asked that the committee 
members decide how to handle each of the issues raised and have solutions well ahead of 
December next year. 

Old-fashioned Farm Day 

Cathie was asked to address this project. She explained what had been done to date and listed 
the areas where members need to be involved: 

Ø If they know of possible sponsors, let the Town know and be willing to make calls. 



Ø Check newspapers for upcoming events with antiques; arts and crafts; 
demonstrators etc and let the town personnel know. 

Ø Attend events and talk to vendors. 
Ø Post information when available and take leaflets to any groups they attend. 

Ø Keep Saturday April 18th free on calendars so they can be there to assist with one of 
many tasks. 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 5:50 pm. 

Submitted by: 

Acting Secretary 


